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Welcome & Introduction

Brian Morrissey 
Head of KPMG’s Insurance practice in Ireland, KPMG
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Agenda
• Introduction

• Presentation and disclosure

• Market update

• Closing remarks



Presentation & 
disclosure

Niall Naughton 
Audit and Assurance Partner in KPMG’s Insurance practice in Ireland 
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Introduction to presentation & disclosure
New income statement:

• New concept of insurance contract revenue;
• Possible mix of accounting models (PAA and BBA, including between direct and reinsurance business);

Granular reconciliations of movements on insurance contract assets and liabilities (including reinsurance contracts)

Possibility of accounting for insurance contract assets (for example, where premiums are received after coverage is provided 
and/or where acquisition cash flows are significant)

Impact on KPIs
• Gross written premiums;
• Combined ratio.

Disclosure of the confidence level to which the risk adjustment relates.
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Presentation

An entity separates underwriting  
and finance results.

Source: Illustrative Disclosures for Insurers, page16

New look income statement (1/3)

Page 16 of KPMG IFS
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Presentation (continued)
New look income statement (2/3)

An entity presents insurance  
revenue and service expenses in  
profit or loss.
■ Investment components are  

excluded.

■ Information about premiums  that 
are not considered  insurance 
revenue is not  presented in other 
line items.

Source: Illustrative Disclosures for Insurers, page16
Page16 of KPMG IFS
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Presentation (continued)
New look income statement (3/3)

Income or expenses from  
reinsurance contracts held  
are presented separately  
from those from insurance  
contracts issued:

■ as a single amount; or
■ with amounts recovered  

and allocation of  premiums 
paid shown  separately.

Source: Illustrative Disclosures for Insurers, page16
Page 16 of KPMG IFS
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Presentation (continued)
Key change to Other Comprehensive Income (OCI)

Entities may choose to present the  
effect of changes in discount rates and  
other financial risks in profit or loss or  
OCI to reduce volatility.

Source: Illustrative Disclosures for Insurers, page17
Page 17 of KPMG IFS
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Presentation (continued)
Key changes to the balance sheet (1/2)

An entity separately presents:
■ groups of insurance contracts and  groups 

of reinsurance contracts; and

■ groups that are assets and  
groups that are liabilities.

Source: Illustrative Disclosures for Insurers, pages 18–19Pages 18 & 19 of KPMG IFS
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Presentation (continued)

*  Unless the group of contracts is onerous.
** Unless the entity is permitted and chooses not to adjust the future cash flows for the future time value of money

Key changes to the balance sheet (2/2)
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Disclosures

Types of contract
(e.g. major  

product lines)

Geographic areas
(e.g. country or  

region)

Reportable segments
(as defined in IFRS 8
Operating Segments)

The disclosures are made at a level necessary to satisfy the general  disclosure objective.

Examples of the aggregation bases that may be appropriate are:
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Disclosures (continued)

Amounts recognised in 
the financial statements

Significant judgements made 
when applying IFRS 17

Nature and extent of risks
from insurance contracts

■ Reconciliations
■ Specific disclosures depending on 

measurement model

■ Inputs, assumptions and estimation  
techniques

■ Disclosures for discount rates and  risk 
adjustment for non-financial risk

■ Similar to current requirements  but 
more detailed or specific

Many requirements are new or more specific than current ones
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Disclosures (continued)
Amounts recognised in the financial statements (1/6)
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Disclosures (continued)
Amounts recognised in the financial statements (2/6)

Reconciliation A Pages 127-149 of KPMG IFS
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Disclosures (continued)
Amounts recognised in the financial statements (3/6)

Reconciliation B (for non-PAA contracts) Pages 127-149 of KPMG IFS
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Disclosures (continued)
Amounts recognised in the financial statements (4/6)
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Disclosures (continued)
Amounts recognised in the financial statements (5/6)
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Disclosures (continued)
Amounts recognised in the financial statements (6/6)
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Disclosures (continued)
Significant judgements made when applying IFRS 17 (1/2)
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Disclosures (continued)
Significant judgements made when applying IFRS 17 (2/2)
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Disclosures (continued)
Nature and extent of risks arising from insurance contracts (1/4)
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Disclosures (continued)
Nature and extent of risks arising from insurance contracts (2/4)
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Disclosures (continued)
Nature and extent of risks arising from insurance contracts (3/4)
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Disclosures (continued)
Nature and extent of risks arising from insurance contracts (4/4)
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Progressing your implementation journey

KPMG guides to financial  
statements help you to  

prepare financial statements  
in accordance with IFRS.  

They illustrate one possible  
format for financial  

statements prepared under  
IFRS.
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Progressing your implementation journey
Illustrative disclosures - Initial application of IFRS 17 and IFRS 9



Market Update

Aoife O’Brien
Non Life IFRS17 Lead                                                                                        



??

Note: (a) For qualifying insurers only.

2017 20212016 2018 2019 2020

IFRS 9 deferral 
expiry date (a)

Technical Resources 
Group established
21 September 2017

IFRS 17 Effective 
Date

IFRS 17 issued –
18 May 2017

1997

Brexit

EFRAG 
endorsement

2020 comparators so need 1/1/20 
start position which sets 

transition assessment date



Industry Lobbying Activities

Estimated implementation costs ranged from € 50 - 320 million depending on the size and complexity of each member’s 
respective business.
Measurement:
- Acquisition cashflows
- CSM amortisation
- Discount rates
- Multi-component contracts
- Reinsurance
- Scope of hedging adjustment
- Scope of the VFA vs GMM and PAA
- Transition

Operational Complexity:
- Business combinations
- Level of aggregation
- Presentational issues

Other:
- Pressure on implementation timeline

• The final IFRS 17 standard has been published since May 2017, however industry lobbying activity is continuing.
• EFRAG undertook field testing (to inform their EU endorsement decision) early in 2018 and market-wide 

interpretations are developing in areas where the standard does not provide absolute clarity in requirements. 
• In July 2018 the CFO Forum fed back IFRS 17 case studies issued by EFRAG (9 took part in full case study and 

11 in simplified). In total they identified 13 key issues – listed below.



Industry Lobbying Activities
EFRAG Endorsement Process
- Closed door board meeting on 22 August - originally meant to work on the draft endorsement advice but the meeting 

instead focused on the 13 CFO Forum issues - 6 were retained for further consideration for public meeting on September 
3.

- At the September 3 meeting the EFRAG Board agreed on a letter to the IASB regarding IFRS 17 highlighting the issues 
raised in the course of the feedback from the case studies.

- The 6 issues that they highlighted warranted further consideration by the IASB:
- Acquisition costs (for costs incurred in expectation of contract renewal)
- CSM amortisation (impact on contracts that include investment servicies
- Reinsurance (onerous underlying contracts that are profitable after reinsurance, contract boundary for reinsurance 

contracts where underlying contracts are not yet issued)
- Transition (extent of relief offered by modified retrospective approach and challenges in applying fair value 

approach) 
- Annual cohorts (cost – benefit trade off; including VFA contracts); and
- Balance sheet presentation (cost – benefit trade-off of separate disclosure of groups in an asset position and 

groups in a liability position and non – separation of receivables/ payables)



Focus on Technical Issues

What should you be doing now?

How are insurers progressing in 
resolving technical issues?

How are insurers addressing the 
business and commercial issues 
they face?

Where are insurers on their journey to IFRS 17?



48%

35%

17%

Yes - based on excisting LOB

No  – expect more detailed than under 
current reporting

No  – expect less detailed than under 
current reporting

- based on existing LOBs

A first step is to identify portfolios & groups …

Need to do further 
investigation

Expect a few contracts are 
onerous

No issues expected –
KNOW OUTCOME 

Don’t expect to identify 
any

Don’t know

45%

30%

7%

5%

14%

Current progress in identifying groups 
of onerous contracts

Current approach to identifying 
portfolios



• Two-thirds of 
insurers now know 
what approach they 
will adopt to 
determine discount 
rates

• Bottom up remains 
more common than 
top down, although 
many respondents 
may use a variety 
of approaches

Discount rates are a fundamental judgment

41%

24%

11%

2018

Top-down approach

Will vary by product /
portfolio or entity within
my group

Don’t know yet

Bottom-up approach
24%



… As is the Risk Adjustment 

• Confidence level 
approaches are 
becoming more 
common 
accounting for 
28% of all 
respondents, a 
significant 
increase over 
2018 

• Many 
respondents 
have yet to 
determine which 
approach they 
will adopt 

27%
18%18%

5%
10%

4%1% 4%

54%

68%

2018 2017
Cost of capital approach
Confidence level approach - over entire runoff of portfolio
Confidence level approach - over one year
other
Don't know



Other technical challenges
22% of

respondents* 
expect almost

all of their
business to

qualify for the
VFA

But 6% of
respondents* 

expect a significant
proportion of their

business to be
ineligible for VFA –

a clear increase
from 2017

1/3 of companies have identified

disclosure gaps - many have

concluded these are significant

46% of P&C insurers
who have completed

contract classification
expect over 95% of
their business to

qualify for the PAA

A further 38% expect
over 80% of their

business to qualify

* Where relevant



IFRS 17 Implementation Update
• Within the Non-Life sector, progress on IFRS 17 implementation continues to be slower to that within the Life sector, however 

over the last six months entities are tending to move from Impact Assessments to Phase 2.
• Phase 1 typically looked similar for firms with Impact assessments being carried out to gain an understanding of the high level 

impacts, however Phase 2 typically looks different for different firms depending on their current systems, leveraging any 
ongoing Financial Transformation programmes and due to strategic choices by companies in system implementation. 

• Large GI firms are significantly more developed than smaller firms with some larger insurers now towards the end of phase 2 
and looking at vendor options. 

• Some entities are now beginning to consult with their auditors on key conclusions from Phase 1 ahead of any implementation 
activity, however most are still preparing the various technical papers and justifications before engaging with auditors

Phase 1  - Impact 
Assessment 

Phase 2 – Tactical Build 
/ Proof of concept & 

Technical papers
Phase 3 – Strategic 
build and Dry Runs

Tends to be Finance driven 
with particular focus given to 
initial technical hypotheses on 
key decisions (including PAA 
eligibility) and changes to 
disclosures. 
Actuarial feed into this and 
also into the wider Data and 
Systems piece to understand 
the impact upon systems and 
process  

Finance develop the technical 
working papers and analysis 
in order to move to auditor 
engagement.
Actuaries develop Proof of 
Concept model in order to 
further consider the practical 
issues that may lead to 
significant change in the 
actuarial data, methodologies 
and processes

Involvement from finance and 
actuarial teams depends on 
solution selected (vendor or 
in-house build) however 
significant efforts expected for 
actuarial department in 
ensuring that the actuarial 
systems output is appropriate 
for any solution



Closing remarks

Jennifer Hoban
Life Assurance Manager and Company Secretary, Insurance Ireland



Thank you
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Contact us

Brian Morrissey
Head of Insurance
KPMG Ireland 
t: +353 1 410 1220
e: brian.morrissey@kpmg.ie

Niall Naughton 
Insurance Accounting Change Partner 
KPMG Ireland
t: +353 1 410 1832 
e: niall.naughton@kpmg.ie

Jennifer Hoban
Life Assurance Manager and Company 
Secretary
Insurance Ireland 
e: jennifer.hoban@insuranceireland.eu

Aoife O’Brien
Associate Director
KPMG Ireland
t: +353 1 700 4701 
e: aoife.obrien@kpmg.ie

mailto:brian.morrissey@kpmg.ie
mailto:niall.naughton@kpmg.ie
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